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1. Introduction: 24 

 25 

Cone penetration tests (CPT) are extensively used for the site investigation of granular 26 

soils. The most common approach (Lunne et al. 1997; Schnaid, 2009; Robertson, 2009) to 27 

estimate strength, stiffness and other engineering properties of granular soils using CPT is to 28 

first infer soil state variables (e.g. relative density) from the measured CPT cone tip 29 

resistance. These inferences are typically supported by correlations established in calibration 30 

chambers; the most extensive databases are those established for silicate sands, such as Ticino 31 

(Jamiolkowski et al. 2003).  Various micromechanical factors are known to have an influence 32 

on the observed CPT response in calibration chambers: one of the most important is grain 33 

strength or crushability.   34 

Crushable sands are often formed by grains that are themselves porous. This makes them 35 

double porosity materials, i.e. materials which are porous at two separate scales of 36 

observation.  Almeida et al. (1991) observed that cone resistance increased faster with initial 37 

relative soil density in silica sand (Ticino) than in calcareous Quiou sand.  This was also 38 

observed by Wesley (2007) on volcanic pumice sand. Indeed, his results included an extreme 39 

case of that phenomenon: cone tip resistance measured in the calibration chamber appeared 40 

completely insensitive to initial relative density (Figure 1 illustrates the case for vertical 41 

confining pressure, σv of 200 kPa).  42 

If strong-sand based correlations are used to interpret CPT results on more fragile soils 43 

relative density and frictional strength will be underestimated. This has large implications for 44 

CPT-based quality control procedures of soil treatments (Wehr, 2005).  Particle crushing 45 

induced during CPT is also problematic when CPT-based field estimates of liquefaction are 46 

compared with laboratory tests (Moss, 2014) or when correlating CPT with other in situ test 47 

results, such as the SPT (Ahmed et al. 2014).  48 

 49 
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 50 

Figure 1 Calibration chamber CPT results on pumice sand as reported by Wesley (2007). Depth 51 
is measured with respect to the top of the calibration chamber 52 

 53 

Addressing this problem only by means of extended empirical observations is possible, 54 

but slow and costly. Furthermore, it is also difficult to experimentally isolate the effects of 55 

grain strength; sands of different crushability might also differ in grain size, grain shape, etc.  56 

It is then desirable to complement and extend the relevant databases using numerical models 57 

that can represent and isolate the effect of grain crushability. Several approaches based on 58 

suitably formulated continuum models are possible (Zhang et al. 2013; Meier & Wehr, 2014). 59 

Another possibility is to use the discrete element method, which is well adapted both to 60 

incorporate micro-scale information and to represent problems involving large displacements 61 

such as the CPT (Lobo-Guerrero & Vallejo, 2005; Arroyo et al. 2011; McDowell et al. 2012; 62 

Quezada et al.  2014; Butlanska et al. 2014a).  63 

 The authors have recently proposed and tested a crushable soil DEM modelling approach 64 

that showed good ability to reproduce macroscopic responses of a variety of soils, (Ciantia et 65 

al. 2014a, 2015). The model was later extended to include double porosity granular materials 66 

(Ciantia et al. 2014b). The extended model is here applied to create a discrete analogue for the 67 

volcanic pumice sand tested by Wesley (2007). 68 

In what follows we describe first the modelling approach employed to represent crushing 69 

in DEM models.  Particular detail is given to describe how internal particle porosity is taken 70 
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into account. Calibration and validation of the model with laboratory specimen tests is then 71 

presented. Finally a calibration chamber (CC) model is built in which a series of CPT 72 

analogous to those reported in Wesley (2007) are performed. Test results are mostly examined 73 

in terms of observed macroscopic responses, although some particle-scale results are also 74 

discussed. All the numerical models described here were built using the PFC3D code (Itasca, 75 

2010).  76 

 77 
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2. A crushable DEM model 78 

Grain crushing may be modeled using the discrete element method (DEM) via two 79 

alternative methods: (1) replacing broken elements with new, smaller ones or (2) by using 80 

breakable element agglomerates. The latter is helpful for a detailed understanding of the 81 

micromechanics of grain failure (Cheng et al. 2003; Bolton et. al. 2008; Zhao 2013; Zhao et 82 

al. 2015). The former is more practical for the modeling of larger scale problems as shown by 83 

several examples in 2D (Lobo-Guerrero & Vallejo, 2005; Ben-Nun & Einav, 2010) and 3D 84 

(Bruchmüller et al. 2011; Esnault & Roux, 2013). The approach followed here is that of single 85 

grain replacement. 86 

 87 

2.1 Particle failure 88 

The failure criteria used in the model was inspired by Russell & Wood (2009) and Russell 89 

et al. (2009). These authors combined a two-parameter material strength criterion with the 90 

analysis of the elastic stress distribution induced by point loads on a sphere to obtain a 91 

practical failure criterion. Without entering into the details of the mathematical formulation, 92 

the final result of their analysis can be summarized as follows: independent of the particle 93 

coordination number, a particle subjected to a set of external point forces will reach failure 94 

when the maximum force (F) acting on it reaches a limit condition: 95 

 
2 2

lim 0 limsin FF r A        (1) 96 

where σlim is the limit strength of the material, r is the particle radius and 0  is half of the 97 

solid angle “seen” from the center of the particle which defines the small area of stress 98 

application, AF (Figure 2). As indicated in Eq. (1) the limiting force is obtained as the product 99 

of a limit strength value, σlim, dependent on material parameters, and a contact area AF.  100 
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 101 

Figure 2 A point force F applied on a particle is distributed on an area subtended by angle θ0. 102 
 103 

There is a large natural variability in shape, composition, microstructure and contact 104 

conditions in soils. This variability is observed, for instance, in single grain crushing 105 

experiments, both as dispersion of force measurements for particles having the same nominal 106 

size, and as a size dependency of the average strength values. To incorporate that variability 107 

into the model, the limit strength, σlim, is assumed to be normally distributed for a given 108 

sphere size. This effect is incorporated as a dependency of the mean strength value through a 109 

correction factor, f1. The coefficient of variation of the distribution (var) is design as a 110 

material parameter.  111 

It has been repeatedly observed in single-particle crushing experiments that smaller 112 

particles are stronger than larger ones. This size effect in particle strength is incorporated as a 113 

dependency of the mean strength value on particle diameter through a second correction 114 

factor, f2. This correction factor is casted in a Weibull-like form, Eq. (2). However, the 115 

Weibullian statistics for strength (Weibull, 1951) are not assumed, and m and var are 116 

independent parameters (Jansen & Stoyan, 2000; Brzesowsky et al, 2011). Following 117 

McDowell & Bono (2013), Eq. (2) may be simply described as a hardening rule.   118 
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where m is a material parameter and lim,0  the mean limit strength at 
0d , which is the 121 

reference diameter (here chosen as 2 mm).  122 

To evaluate the contact area AF in Eq. (1) Hertzian contact theory is applied. For smooth 123 

spheres the radius of the contact area is: 124 
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  (5) 128 

where r1 and r2 are the radius of the contacting spheres and E1, ν1 their elastic parameters 129 

(Young modulus and Poisson ratio, respectively). 130 

Back substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1), the limit force condition is expressed as 131 

  

3
3/ 2/3
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0

3
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4

m

d r
F f

d E
 

    
         

  (6) 132 

This can be easily implemented into the PFC3D code using a FISH routine. 133 

     134 

2.2 Particle splitting and lost mass 135 

Once the limit condition is reached, a particle, modeled with a sphere in PFC, will split 136 

into smaller prescribed tangent spheres. It is clear that this way of modeling crushing does not 137 

conserve the mass within the numerical simulation. This is acceptable if it is assumed that the 138 

mass loss is formed by finer particles that have a small influence on the macroscopic 139 

mechanical response. Indeed, smaller particles do have a lesser role than large ones on force 140 

transmission through a granular mass (Mihn & Cheng 2013, Esnault, & Roux  2013).  141 
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With the help of auxiliary rules, the mass loss on crushing can be accounted for at the 142 

post-processing stage. For instance, the full evolution of  grain size distribution (GSD) during 143 

element test can be estimated if the deleted volume is assumed to have a specific particle 144 

distribution. Here, a fractal distribution (Einav, 2007) with maximum particle size smaller 145 

than the smallest particle produced during the crushing event is assumed for that purpose.  146 

Ciantia et al. (2015) detailed this procedure and compared the effect of an alternative 147 

splitting configurations on element test response. Authors concluded that the 14-ball crushed 148 

configuration represented in Figure 3 (47% volume of mother particle is deleted at each 149 

crushing event) was accurate enough to reproduce the macroscopic response of element tests. 150 

Since breakage only happens to a fraction of particles during test, the total volume loss for a 151 

granular ensemble is much smaller than this single-particle value (see discussion section). 152 

 153 

Figure 3 a) Initial particle, b) Particle splitting configuration 154 
 155 

After breakage, the newly created particles inherit the velocity and material parameters of the 156 

mother particle except for the intrinsic strength (σlim,0) that is randomly assigned respecting 157 

normal distribution criteria. To limit the computational cost of crushing procedures in DEM it 158 

is common practice to restrict its application to particles above a certain minimum particle 159 

size, dlimit (Cheung et al. 2003; Marketos & Bolton, 2009; Esnault & Roux, 2013).  To allow 160 

enough breakage to develop dlimit is always below the maximum daughter diameter of a 161 

particle with the initial median particle diameter, D50. 162 

 163 

 164 

 165 
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2.3 Contact model.  166 

Contacts between particles are elasto-plastic. Contact forces are limited by friction and a no-167 

tension condition 168 

 
0
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  (7)  169 

where Fn and Ft are, respectively, the normal and shear contact force components, ϕ is the 170 

interparticle friction angle. The simplified Hertz-Mindlin contact model is used to represent 171 

non-linear contact stiffness 172 
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  (8) 173 

where U  is the sphere overlap, |Fn| is the magnitude of the normal contact force and the  174 

brackets  indicate the mean value of the quantity considered of the two balls in contact; G is a 175 

shear modulus, ν is a  Poisson ratio and d1, d2 are the diameters of the contacting particles.  176 

Discrete element rotation was inhibited to roughly mimic the effect of the very angular shape 177 

of pumice sand. This approach, which can be traced back to Ting et al. (1989), has been 178 

successfully applied in previous models of angular granular materials (Arroyo et al. 2011). 179 

 180 

2.4 Upscaling procedure.  181 

Scaling up the particle size while maintaining constant other geometrical dimensions of the 182 

problem substantially reduces the number of particles in the model (Figure 4). An upper limit 183 

to particle scaling is given by the relevant dimensions of the model. A sufficiently large 184 

number of particles should remain so that the granular media response is maintained in an 185 

average sense. 186 
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 187 

Figure 4 Scaled-up specimens for triaxial testing. (left) Scale factor = 2 corresponding to 1304 188 
particles, (center) scale factor = 1.5 corresponding to 3084 particles, and (right) scale factor = 1 189 
corresponding to 10397 particles. 190 
 191 

A successful upscaling procedure should preserve the macroscopic responses of interest such 192 

as compressibility, apparent yield stress, etc. Ciantia et al. (2015) showed that this is the case 193 

for the given model if the following scaling rules are applied: 194 

a) Particle strength: The scale factor   is just factored in the definition of the reference 195 

dimension d0.  196 
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  (9) 197 

b) Stiffness:  Gabrieli et al. (2009) reason that macroscopic stiffness is invariant on 198 

scaling if contact stiffness is proportional to particle dimensions.  That is an inbuilt 199 

characteristic of the simplified Hertz-Mindlin formulation described in Eq. (8) and no 200 

modification is needed. 201 

c) Grain Size Distribution: Uniform scaling of particle size shifts the GSD line towards 202 

the right proportionally to the scaling factor . To compare GSD evolutions of the same 203 

test with different scaling factors all GSD are divided by the scale factor   (downscaling 204 

procedure).   205 
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3. Double porosity granulates 206 

If a granular material is formed by porous grains the definition of particle mass and 207 

volume need to take that into account. An extra complication appears if the porosity of the 208 

grains varies with grain size. 209 

3.1 Internal porosity size dependency 210 

The reference material in this study is a Pumice sand described by Wesley (2007). 211 

Particles of this sand are almost entirely formed by quartz but, because of their internal 212 

porosity, they have an apparent specific gravity well below that of quartz (Gs0 ~ 2.6). 213 

Moreover, the apparent specific gravity of single sized fractions is not constant. This means 214 

that intragranular or internal porosity, nint is variable with particle diameter, since: 215 

 int

0

( )
1 s

s

G d
n d

G
   (10) 216 

Where, Gs(d) is the apparent specific gravity of a particle with diameter d.  217 

 218 
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 222 

 (b) 223 

Figure 5 Crushed pumice single sized fractions a) Apparent specific gravity as a function of 224 
particle size, as reported by Wesley (2007) b) internal porosity as a function of particle diameter. 225 

 226 

The apparent specific gravity obtained is rather sensitive to the measurement procedure 227 

(Wesley, 2001); larger values are obtained if water is forced into the surface connected 228 

porosity using vacuum than if vacuum is not applied (Figure 5a). Whatever the measurement 229 

method chosen, and similarly to other double-porosity granulates (Casini et al. 2013), the 230 

variation of specific gravity with size in this case can be well interpolated by the function:  231 
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Where dref is a reference diameter (1 mm), d is particle diameter and A, B are the curve 233 

parameters indicated in Figure 5a. Using Eq. (10) and the experimental results of Figure 5a it 234 

is possible to plot the dependency of internal porosity on particle diameter (Figure 5b). 235 

3.2 Intergranular and intragranular porosity 236 

To incorporate internal porosity in the DEM model, the internal porosity, nint of a single 237 

particle, p, is defined as: 238 
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int
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p V
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n
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  (12) 239 

Where 
p

VV  is the volume of the voids within particle p, while 
p

TV is the total volume of 240 

that particle. Therefore, the solid volume for particle p results: 241 

 int1p p p

S TV V n   (13) 242 

And the total solid volume for a collection of p particles reads 243 

 int1p p p

S S S

p p

V V V n     (14) 244 

When a porous granular material fills a container of total volume VT, the intergranular 245 

porosity, n
inter

 is the total volume fraction not occupied by particles 246 
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 (15) 247 

And the intragranular porosity, n
intra

 is the total volume fraction occupied by internal 248 

voids 249 

i ntra

p

V

p
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V

n
V




 (16) 250 

Total porosity is obtained as the sum of intergranular and intragranular fractions, (Casini 251 

et al. 2013; Ciantia et al. 2014b) 252 

inter int ran n n   (17) 253 

Porosity fractions are easily computed in DEM, but not so in the laboratory and some 254 

simplifications are in use. Thus, for instance, Wesley (2007) systematically assumed a 255 

constant apparent specific gravity, sG  of 1.77, or, equivalently, a constant internal porosity of 256 
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intn =0.32 when interpreting mechanical tests on Pumice sand. Assuming constant internal 257 

porosity introduces an approximation in the estimate of intragranular porosity. The difference 258 

between the approximate value, int ran , and the exact one is given by a correction term, ∆n 259 

intra intran n n    (18) 260 

Within experimental measuring error, total porosity can be exactly deduced from dry unit 261 

weight and the material specific gravity Gs0 as 262 

0

1 d

w s

n
G




   (19) 263 

By analogy, Wesley (2007) reported his tests using an apparent porosity n
*
, deduced from 264 

dry unit weight, 
d , and the assumed apparent specific gravity

sG  . We have then 265 

* 1 d

w s

n
G




                 (20) 266 

It can be seen (see Appendix) that this apparent porosity value is related to the exact value 267 

of intergranular porosity by  268 

 
inter *

int1

n
n n

n


 


   (21) 269 

3.3 Internal porosity and particle generation 270 

 271 

The same grain size distribution by weight (Figure 6a) can be obtained using very 272 

different hypothesis about internal particle porosity. However, these different hypothesis 273 

results in different particle numbers (the volumetric grain size distribution changes, Figure 274 

6b) because initial fabric and its evolution through crushing are also dependent on particle 275 

size. The initial estimate of internal porosity variation with particle diameter has some effect 276 

in the amount of crushing induced during a test.  277 

For all the simulations described below, DEM particles were assigned an internal porosity 278 

values deduced from simple water displacement measurements of specific gravity on crushed 279 
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single-sized fractions of pumice. These are the values reflected in the upper curve of Figure 280 

5b. This is based on the assumption that the outside perimeter of the particle determines 281 

contact interactions. Hence surface-connected particle porosity should be included within 282 

internal element porosity. Other hypothesis may be implemented in the discrete model, if 283 

needed. 284 

 285 

 286 

 287 

Figure 6 a) Weight cumulative grain size distribution obtained using different internal porosity 288 
hypothesis b) Corresponding particle numbers for fixed overall mass 289 
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4. Single-specimen response 291 

4.1 Sample preparation and initial conditions 292 

Cubical discrete specimens with 16 mm side were created using the radius expansion 293 

method (REM). Particle sizes were selected to match the weight cumulative grain size 294 

distribution taking into account the internal porosity distribution described by Eq. (11) with A 295 

= 1.09 and B = 0.22. 296 

After REM finished, velocities were set to zero. Isotropic compression of 5 kPa was used 297 

to obtain – by trial and error, using a temporary interparticle friction reduction and disabling 298 

crushing– a closer fit to the initial intergranular porosity target, n
inter

, of each simulation. That 299 

target intergranular porosity was obtained from Eq. (21) using the reported apparent porosity 300 

of the specimen, n
*
, the 

intn =0.32 value assumed by Wesley (2007) and computing the 301 

corresponding correction term, (∆n ≈ -0.15) for the assumed internal porosity distribution.  302 

4.2 Calibration 303 

The parameters to calibrate are: elastic modulus, (G, ), contact friction angle, (ϕ), mean 304 

limit strength, lim,0 , strength variability for a fixed size (var, coefficient of variation of the 305 

limit strength) and the m modulus controlling the size effect on strength. Calibration is 306 

achieved partly by fitting the macroscopic specimen-scale response of selected laboratory 307 

tests and partly by using grain-scale information. 308 

As detailed in Ciantia et al. (2015), grain-scale information in the form of single particle 309 

crushing tests is particularly useful to calibrate crushing variability.  This seems especially 310 

pertinent in a material with size-dependent internal porosity, because it is expected that 311 

microporosity will exert a major influence in grain strength. Unfortunately, flat platen 312 

compression tests on pumice sand for different particle dimensions were not available. It was 313 

then necessary to work by analogy with other porous geomaterial: calcarenite. 314 

 315 
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 316 

 317 

Figure 7  a) Uniaxial compression and indirect tensile strength of calcarenite as a function of 318 
porosity and b) normalized strength as a function of equivalent particle size. 319 

 320 
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reported. The total porosity and porosity fractions inferred from this value are collected in 331 

Table 1.  Loose and dense DEM specimens were created to approximate the initial state of 332 

these experiments. Their initial conditions are also reported in Table 1.   333 

Several parameters of the contact model were adjusted by fitting model response to the 334 

observed response of the loose specimen. Contact friction and elastic properties of the discrete 335 

particles (G and ) were selected using the pre-yield section of the oedometric curve.  The 336 

mean limit strength and within-size strength-variation (parameter var) were selected to fit the 337 

macroscopic oedometric yield stress and post-yield slope. The best fit parameters are listed in 338 

Table 2. Figure 8 show the comparison of the macroscopic response observed in the 339 

experiments and numerical simulations.  340 

 341 
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 345 

Figure 8 One dimensional compression of pumice sand: evolution of a) apparent porosity n*, b) 346 
volumetric deformation and c) experimental and d) numerical GSD of the loose sample with 347 
vertical stress. 348 
 349 

4.3 Validation 350 

For validation, the oedometric response of the dense specimen was simulated. The results 351 

showed a reasonable agreement with the experimental response (Figure 8).  To obtain further 352 

validation alongside a different stress path, a series of triaxial compression tests reported by 353 

Wesley (2007) at two confining pressures (50 and 300 kPa) on “loose” and “dense” 354 

specimens were also simulated. The initial porosity of “loose” and “dense” triaxial specimens 355 

was not reported, and it was therefore assumed equal to that of the corresponding oedometric 356 

tests. The numerical simulation results are reported alongside the experimental data in Figure 357 

9. Despite some differences, the main traits of the experimental response appear to be well 358 

captured by the simulations.  359 
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 360 

                                            a) 50 kPa                                                                          b) 300 kPa 361 

Figure 9 Comparison of experimental and numerical triaxial results of loose and dense pumice 362 
sand prepared at confining stress of a) 50 kPa and b) 300 kPa (εz, εvol are the axial and 363 
volumetric strains respectively and q is a deviatoric stress) 364 
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5. Cone penetration test in pumice sand 365 

5.1 Model construction 366 

The calibration chamber (CC) models for CPT were built adapting the procedure 367 

described by Arroyo et al. (2011) and Butlanska et al. (2013) to represent, as closely as 368 

possible, the conditions used by Wesley (2007) in his physical experiments. A balance 369 

between realistic representation and computational affordability is necessary in this type of 370 

simulations, because computing time can increase very fast with particle numbers (e.g. 371 

McDowell et al. 2012).  372 

In the experiments (Wesley, 2007) pumice sand was placed at the desired density by dry 373 

pluviation (loose specimens) or by layered dynamic compaction (dense specimens).  374 

Mimicking these procedures in DEM is unpractical; instead the cylindrical chamber was filled 375 

with the scaled-up material using the radius expansion method (Itasca, 2010).   376 

To further reduce computational cost one possible approach is to take profit of the 377 

cylindrical symmetry of cone and chamber. Frictionless radial walls preventing 378 

circumferential motion of particles can be used to enforce this symmetry (McDowell et al., 379 

2012; Lin & Wu, 2012). Arroyo et al. (2013) showed that rigid radial walls to limit model 380 

extent produce some bias towards higher cone resistances. It was thus deemed preferable to 381 

optimize model cost only by scaling up some basic problem dimensions. The main 382 

dimensions of the experimental and virtual calibration chambers are compared in Table 3. The 383 

largest difference between experiment and simulation is the scaled particle size distribution. A 384 

factor of 25 is applied to increase particle size in the CPT simulations. The cone size was also 385 

scaled-up, by a factor of 2, to obtain a cone/mean particle ratio, np close to 3, similar to the 386 

one employed by Arroyo et al. (2011). As shown there, and discussed in more detail 387 

elsewhere (Butlanska et al. 2013; Butlanska, 2014b) the main effect of a low np ratio on the 388 

simulation is to increase the noise of the raw penetrograms, which become very jagged. The 389 

noise can be filtered out by fitting an appropriate penetration trend line. The following 390 

exponential trend has been successfully applied before for that purpose (Arroyo et al. 2011): 391 

( ) [1 exp( )]c p pq h a b h      (22) 392 
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where qc [MPa] is a cone resistance, hp is a penetration depth and a & b are fitting parameters. 393 

Parameter a [MPa] gives the asymptotic or steady state value of cone resistance. 394 

The scaled up cone-size resulted in a chamber/cone ratio, Rd, which was half of that 395 

applied in the experiments. The implications of this difference are discussed later. 396 

The scaled discrete material filled the chamber with approximately 5.5×10
4
 particles. A 397 

dimensional analysis of this case similar to that presented in Butlanska et al. (2010b) indicates 398 

that, if particle size was not scaled, the number of initial particles filling the chamber would 399 

increase by four orders of magnitude.  The chamber and cone employed in the simulations are 400 

illustrated in Figure 10 401 

 402 

 403 

 404 
Figure 10 Example geometry before CPT 405 

 406 
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5.2 CPT simulations 407 

The calibration chamber CPT described by Wesley (2007) were performed under a no-408 

strain radial lateral condition (BC3: σv=constant, εr=0), with vertical stress constant at the 409 

base and a rigid wall on top through which the cone passes. These conditions were replicated 410 

in the model, although rigid frictionless walls were used instead of membranes. The bottom 411 

horizontal wall is servo controlled to apply the desired vertical stress level. 412 

The cone shaft was modelled using rigid cylindrical walls which, as illustrated in Figure 413 

10, were frictional close to the tip and frictionless far from it. The tip had an angle of 60 414 

degrees and was also frictional with a tip-particle friction coefficient set equal to the 415 

interparticle friction. Cone penetration was simulated at a rate of 10 cm/s. Butlanska et al. 416 

(2010a) showed that rates between 2 and 50 cm/s do not change the simulation result. The 417 

chosen penetration rate is also below the 1 m/s limit where dynamical effects are apparent 418 

(Quezada et al., 2014; Tran et al., 2014). All the simulations employed a local non-viscous 419 

damping coefficient of 0.05. 420 

Table 4 collects the conditions reported by Wesley (2007) for six CPT tests on pumice 421 

sand, alongside those prevailing in the simulations. The test conditions combine two density 422 

levels, namely loose and dense and three vertical stress levels.  In the experiments both loose 423 

and dense conditions varied significantly and were looser than the equivalent conditions for 424 

the specimen tests (Table 1). For simplicity, the CC DEM specimens were all formed at two 425 

initial densities (at 5 kPa) used for the element tests. After equilibration stage, one-426 

dimensional compression was performed until the target value of vertical stress was attained. 427 

The horizontal stress was finally adjusted using a radial wall servo-control until the system 428 

was again in equilibrium. A parallel series of 6 CPT DEM tests were performed in specimens 429 

formed at the same initial density and taken to the same stress level, but in which particle 430 

crushing was not allowed. 431 

5.3 Macroscale results 432 

The main result of interest here are the values of cone tip resistance. Figure 11 collects the 433 

penetrograms from all the simulations as well as the adjusted penetration curves. Table 5 434 

summarizes the parameters of each adjusted penetration curve. The steady state values of 435 
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cone resistance (given by the a parameter of the adjusted penetration curve) are plotted 436 

against applied vertical stress in Figure 12. 437 

As expected, the small cone diameter-to-mean particle ratio, np, results in noisy 438 

penetrograms with very strong oscillations (Figure 11). The penetration curves, however, 439 

reveal some clear trends. In the crushable material initial density has no discernible effect on 440 

cone resistance; when crushing is disabled cone resistance in the denser material roughly 441 

doubles that of the looser one. Increasing the boundary vertical stress does increase cone 442 

resistance for both the crushable and uncrushable materials, but it does so at a much faster 443 

rate in the non-crushable material, particularly if the initial state is dense (Figure 12). 444 

 445 

Figure 11 Raw penetrograms and adjusted penetration curves (a) loose uncrushable material (b) 446 
loose crushable material (c) dense uncrushable material (d) dense crushable material 447 
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 448 

 449 

Figure 12 Steady state values of cone resistance vs vertical stress at the base 450 

5.4 Microscale observations 451 

 452 

As explained by Butlanska et al. (2013) the results of DEM CPT simulations can be 453 

examined at several scales. Macroscale results are whole-system responses of direct 454 

engineering interest, like the cone tip resistances examined in the previous section. The 455 

micro-scale level of resolution describes variables at the highest possible resolution, that is, at 456 

the particle or contact level. The variables described at this level are usually discrete, but they 457 

might be also continuum inspired, like particle stress. Particle stress is a representative or 458 

notional average grain stresses, computed from contact forces (O’Sullivan, 2011).  459 

Figure 13 represents, for a vertical slice of the CC, the vertical particle stress component 460 

side by side with the network of contact forces (CF) at the same stage. Forces exceeding the 461 

whole ensemble average (  ) are plotted in dark grey if CF<   +5 while they are in black 462 
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if CF>   +5 where   is the standard deviation. The forces smaller than the average force 463 

are plotted in light gray. The lines join the centroids of contacting spheres and their thickness 464 

is proportional to the magnitude of the normal force.  465 

When the CPT is performed in a loose material under 100 kPa, many free spaces are 466 

visible within the granular mass. Particles are less constrained when pushed by the cone and 467 

zones of highly stressed particles are then relatively small. Differences between the crushable 468 

and non-crushable case, almost negligible at the macroscale, (Figure 12), are also small at the 469 

microscale. The contact force networks of the uncrushable and crushable material appear very 470 

similar also in correspondence of horizontal sections above (section A-A*) and below (section 471 

B-B*) of the cone tip (Figure 14). 472 

The situation is different for the CPT on the denser specimens (Figure 15). A cluster of 473 

highly stressed particles appears below the cone tip in this dense case. The size of this cluster 474 

is far larger in the non-crushable material than in the crushable one. The strong contact force 475 

network appears rarefied in the crushable material just in the area below the tip where the 476 

highest particle stresses appear in the uncrushable material (section B-B*, Figure 16). This 477 

suggest that it is in that particular zone crushing takes place (CPT induced). In the non-478 

crushable material strong force chains that emanate from the cone tip are able to reach further 479 

into the chamber. When crushing is enabled the vertical pattern of strong force chains 480 

associated with the chamber principal stress axis appears less disrupted by cone intrusion.  481 

Behind the cone tip (section A-A*, Figure 16) the rarefication of strong force chains in the 482 

crushable case is also clear. The implications of this for side friction are outside the scope of 483 

this paper. 484 

Crushing takes place both before CPT (during initial chamber stress set-up) and during 485 

cone penetration. It is interesting to compare the spatial localization of the crushing events 486 

that take place during these two separate simulation phases. In Figure 17 the location of 487 

crushed particles in two orthogonal chamber slices is represented for the compression phase, 488 

previous to CPT, in the dense specimen under 200 kPa. It is apparent that crushing events are 489 

evenly distributed within the chamber. Representing now only the particles crushed during the 490 

CPT phase for the same test a very different pattern appears (Figure 18). Most crushing events 491 
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have taken place within 2-3 radius from the cone. This is in agreement with the pattern 492 

suggested by the force network and particle stress in Figure 15. 493 

 494 
Figure 13 CPT on a) uncrushable and b) crushable loose specimens at σz0 = 100 kPa applied 495 
vertical stress. Left half: contact forces. Right half: particle vertical stress normalised by applied 496 
vertical stress σz0.  497 
 498 

 499 
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 500 

Figure 14 Particle contact forces for loose uncrushable (a,b) and loose crushable (c,d) in sections 501 
A-A* and B-B* shown in Figure 13. 502 
 503 

 504 

 505 
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 506 

Figure 15 CPT on a) uncrushable and b) crushable dense specimens at σz0= 100 kPa applied 507 
vertical stress. Left half: contact forces. Right half: particle vertical stress normalised by applied 508 
vertical stress σz0. 509 
  510 
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 511 
 512 
Figure 16 Particle contact forces for dense uncrushable (a,b) and dense crushable (c,d) in 513 
sections A-A* and B-B* shown in Figure 15 514 
 515 
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 516 

Figure 17 Crushed particles during stress initialization (before CPT) for the dense specimen at 517 
vertical stress 200 kPa (a) horizontal projection of particles crushed within a vertical slice (b) 518 
vertical projection of particles crushed within a vertical slice (c) horizontal projection of 519 
particles crushed within a horizontal slice (d) vertical projection of particles crushed within a 520 
horizontal slice.  521 
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 522 

Figure 18 Crushed particles during CPT for the dense specimen at vertical stress 200 kPa (a) 523 
horizontal projection of particles crushed within a vertical slice (b) vertical projection of 524 
particles crushed within a vertical slice (c) horizontal projection of particles crushed within a 525 
horizontal slice (d) vertical projection of particles crushed within a horizontal slice. 526 
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6. Discussion 527 

The simulations resulted in values of cone tip resistance that, as observed by Wesley 528 

(2007), were practically insensitive to initial density. When crushing is disabled in the 529 

numerical simulations cone tip resistance is multiplied by a factor ranging between 1 and 4, a 530 

factor that increases with density and vertical confinement stress. Both Almeida et al. (1991) 531 

and Wesley (2007) reported comparisons of CPT in crushable sand with parallel tests in less 532 

crushable materials.  Of course, in their experiments two different sands were compared 533 

(Ticino and Quiou for Almeida et al.; Silica and Pumice for Wesley (2007)), and other factors 534 

might have changed, whereas in the simulations here the only change was that of crushability. 535 

When plotted against initial relative density, the ratios obtained in the simulation compare 536 

well with those observed in the experiments (Figure 19). Note that relative density for the 537 

Wesley (2007) CC data is obtained as average of that reported for same stress silica and 538 

pumice tests. Relative density values for the DEM simulations are assigned assuming valid 539 

the extreme 
d values for pumice (620 and 730 kg/m

3
) reported in Wesley (2007). The 540 

different specimen formation procedures followed in the laboratory and in the simulation 541 

explain DEM values are above 100% 542 
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 543 

Figure 19 Effect of crushability on cone tip resistance.  544 
Despite these remarkable coincidences, the magnitude of cone tip resistance for the 545 

crushable material in the simulations is smaller, approximately by a factor of 3, than that 546 

observed by Wesley (2007) in his experiments (compare, for instance, the result in Figure 1 to 547 

the similar test in Figure 11). There are several possible causes that explain that discrepancy. 548 

Three that seem important are (a) parameter calibration (b) mass loss (c) scaling. 549 

The calibration process described was only approximate, lacking for instance particle-550 

scale crushing information for pumice sand. The performance on the model in the element 551 

tests was acceptable, but, for instance the peak strength of the dense triaxial specimen was 552 

somewhat underestimated, by some 10% (Figure 9). This may have impacted on the CPT 553 

results but it is unlikely to explain most of the observed difference. 554 

In the experiments there was no mass loss on crushing. To check the effect of lost volume 555 

in the CPT simulations, some replica tests were run. In the replica tests a particle that reached 556 

the crushing condition was simply deleted from the simulation instead of partly replaced with 557 

14 smaller particles. This more than doubled the percentage of particle volume lost at each 558 

crushing event. The effect of that modification on the penetration curves was small (Figure 559 

20).   560 
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 561 

Figure 20 Effect of the mass loss upon breakage on the penetration curves for the cases when 562 
vertical stress is 200 kPa. 563 

 564 

In fact, the mass loss during the simulations is also relatively small. Table 6 compiles the 565 

percentage of crushing events during the simulations. The number of initial particles that is 566 

crushed during the simulations remains always below 3.5% of the initial number. The 567 

percentages of crushing events during the CPT phase do not seem very sensible to initial 568 

density or boundary stress. Crushing of the original particles is larger during the initial stress 569 

installation phase, than during the penetration phase. The amount of loss mass during the 570 

simulations is consequently small, always below 5% in total and below 2% during the actual 571 

penetration test.  572 

With respect to scaling there are two different aspects to consider. Scaling of particle size 573 

is unlikely to have much effect per se: Arroyo et al. (2011) obtained closer agreement with 574 

experimental results using a larger scaling factor (50).  On the other hand, at least a sizeable 575 

part of this discrepancy can be attributed to the different chamber to cone diameter ratio, (Rd, 576 

see Table 3). 577 

 It is well known that the Rd ratio has a major effect on the penetration value in a way that 578 

depends on the specimen density and boundary conditions applied in the chamber (Butlanska 579 
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et al. 2010b). Several corrections have been proposed in the literature to account for Rd effect 580 

(Mayne & Kulhawy, 1991; Jamiolkowski et al. 2003). Most results referred to stress-581 

controlled conditions, but Parkin and Lunne, (1982) while testing dense silica sand under no 582 

lateral strain conditions, indicated a factor of 2 in cone resistance as Rd doubled from 25 to 50. 583 

Here the experimental Rd also doubles that of the numerical model; it is then possible that 584 

chamber/cone size effect would explain most of the observed difference between experiments 585 

and simulations.   586 

To further explore this hypothesis a numerical experiment was devised. A new virtual 587 

chamber (Table 3, column “DEM Large”) was built using a non-scaled cone to obtain the 588 

same Rd = 21 that was prevailing in the experiments. A smaller cone required a smaller 589 

particle scaling factor, to keep cone/particle ratio large enough. This resulted in a 590 

computationally costly model (more than 2×10
5
 first generation particles).  591 

This larger model was run at high density under vertical confinement of 50 and 200 kPa, 592 

with and without crushing. Aligned with previous results, the reduction on qc induced by 593 

crushing in this large chamber case is given approximately by a factor of 2 (Figure 21a,b). For 594 

the 200 kPa case, the full experimental curve was available. A very good match with the 595 

corresponding numerical simulation is observed. Chamber/cone relative size has a dominant 596 

role (Figure 21c,d) explaining the differences noted before between the absolute values of tip 597 

resistance in the experiment and in the main simulation series. 598 

 599 
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(a) σz0=50kPa (b) σz0=200kPa 

 
 

(c) σz0=50kPa (d) σz0=200kPa 
Figure 21 Chamber/cone size effect: (a)-(b) Raw and adjusted penetration curves for CPT 600 
performed in crushable and uncrushable material under two different confining stress, 601 
σz0=50kPa and 200kPa, respectively; (c)-(d) adjusted cone tip resistance values for the tests 602 
shown above.  603 
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7. Conclusions 605 

It has been shown how analogue discrete models of crushable soils can be built using 606 

enhanced DEM models. Soils may crush even without having porous grains, but soils that 607 

have porous grains are generally more crushable. Incorporating internal grain porosity 608 

requires a proper definition of porosity fractions and some attention to the fact that internal 609 

porosity may be grain-size dependent. It is perhaps more difficult to exactly measure such 610 

dependency in experiments than to incorporate it into a discrete model. 611 

Extrapolation of single-specimen behavior to calibration chamber behavior requires 612 

scaling to limit computational costs. Scaling makes the comparison with experimental CC 613 

tests difficult, because some important geometric ratios of the problem are changed. 614 

Numerical chamber filling procedures are unlike experimental ones and may produce 615 

different fabrics and result in somewhat inhomogeneous specimens. Despite all these severe 616 

procedural limitations, it appears that the effect of crushability on cone tip resistance that is 617 

predicted by the simulations here presented is remarkably similar to what has been observed 618 

on previous experimental work. Thus the DEM analysis results in cone tip resistances that are 619 

practically insensitive to initial density. Also, the computed ratio between cone tip resistance 620 

of non-crushable and crushable pumice sand is quite similar to reported experimental values 621 

over a range of relative densities.  Quantitative agreement was also obtained with Wesley’s 622 

experimental tip resistance results running models with a non-scaled cone.  623 

Macroscopic agreement with experimental observations offers credence to microscopic 624 

observations that are simply extracted from discrete models but which have difficult direct 625 

experimental verification. A limited amount of microscale exploration of the simulations has 626 

been presented here. It suggests that most particle crushing during cone penetration occurs at 627 

some distance below the cone tip. It does also indicate that crushing reduced the length of the 628 

strong force chains radiating from the cone tip into the chamber.  Crushing also disrupts the 629 

strong force network behind the cone tip, close to the shaft, where newly created particles 630 

accumulate. The microscopic results suggest that in crushable soils the cone feels mostly the 631 

material that its own insertion has created. The effect on simulated cone shaft resistance of 632 

crushing is currently under investigation. 633 
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Finally, it is noted that, although not directly addressed here, similar observations on the 634 

effect of crushability on driven pile tip resistance have been reported (e.g. Kuwajima et al. 635 

2009). It is then likely that the approach presented here would also prove useful for that kind 636 

of problem. 637 

 638 
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8. Appendix: porosity corrections 639 

If the value of internal porosity for all particles, 
intn , is constant, intragranular porosity 640 

can be expressed as: 641 

 intintra inter

int int 1

p p

T T

T T

n V V
n n n n

V V
   
 

 (23) 642 

from this and the fact that n = n
inter

 + n
intra

 follows 643 

  inter

int1 1 1n n n               (24) 644 

If internal porosity is variable, but a unique value of internal porosity 
intn  is assumed, 645 

intragranular porosity is only approximately computed. The difference between the exact 646 

value and the approximate value of intragranular porosity is given by a correction term, ∆n 647 

intra intran n n    (25) 648 

The correction term is given by 649 

int int
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   (26) 650 

Only if 
intn  is selected as the volume-weighted particle porosity average, the correction 651 

term is 0. A relation analogous to (21) is still valid 652 

 i ntra inter

int 1n n n   (27) 653 

 654 

Apparent and real porosities are related through the assumed value of internal particle 655 

porosity 
intn , since 656 
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 (28) 657 

The question now is how to relate this apparent porosity n
*
 with the value of intergranular 658 

porosity n
inter

 that is requested to build a DEM model. We have 659 

  *

int int1n n n n n     (29) 660 

Combining the precedent expressions, and after some manipulation, the following relation 661 

is obtained 662 

 
inter *
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 (30) 663 
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 666 
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11. Tables 802 

Table 1 Specimen tests: initial states. Inferred values in cursive 803 

Case Test ID n
*   

(kg/m3) 

n n
inter 

n
intra 

Experiment “Dense” 0.55 805 0.69 0.33 0.37 

Experiment “Loose” 0.59 722 0.72 0.37 0.35 

DEM “Dense” 0.53 740 0.72 0.33 0.38 

DEM “Loose” 0.59 665 0.74 0.39 0.35 

 804 

Table 2 Calibrated model parameters for pumice sand 805 

ϕ  

[rad] 

G 

[kPa] 

  

-

lim,0   

[kPa] 

var 

[-] 

m 

[-] 

d0 

[mm] 

0.4 3.33×10
5
 0.3 1.16×10

5
 0.5 5 2 

 806 

Table 3 Comparative geometrical characteristics of experimental and simulated CC 807 

Variable (unit) Symbol Experiment DEM-base DEM-large 

Chamber diameter (mm) DC 760 760 760 

Cone diameter (mm) dc 36 72.1 35.6 

Chamber height (mm) H 910 900 760 

Particle mean size (mm) D50 1 22 15 

Chamber/cone diameter ratio  (DC/dc) = Rd 21 10.5 21 

Cone /particle ratio (dc/ D50) = np 36 3.3 2.4 

Friction sleeve height (mm) hs 133 133 133 

Number of particles at 5 kPa - - 55385 203000 

 808 

 809 

Table 4 CC initial states. Inferred values in cursive 810 

 Experiment Simulation 

Test ID 
σz0 

(kPa) 

σh0 

(kPa) 

 

(kg/m3) 

n 

(-) 

n
inter

 

(-) 

 

(kg/m3) 

n 

(-) 

n
inter

 

(-) 

Dense 50 50 25 696 0.73 0.39 740 0.72 0.33 

Dense 100 100 40 697 0.73 0.39 740 0.72 0.33 

Dense 200 200 72 720 0.72 0.37 740 0.72 0.33 

Loose 50 50 28 621 0.76 0.43 665 0.74 0.39 

Loose 100 100 49 629 0.76 0.42 665 0.74 0.39 

Loose 200 200 76 624 0.76 0.43 665 0.74 0.39 

 811 
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Table 5 Parameters for the penetration curve adjusted to each simulated CPT 812 

 Crush No-Crush 

Test ID a b R
2
 a b R

2
 

Dense 50  1.29 35.6 0.14 3.06 35.5 0.27 

Dense 100  1.69 39.5 0.15 5.03 19.5 0.54 

Dense 200  2.00 39.6 0.15 7.65 11.8 0.56 

Loose 50  1.15 5.0 0.65 1.32 7.3 0.60 

Loose 100  1.36 11.0 0.54 2.29 7.0 0.79 

Loose 200  2.20 9.3 0.55 3.89 8.9 0.65 

 813 

 814 
 815 

Table 6 Crushing events during different test phases 816 
Density Vertical Stress Phase  Crushing events in phase 

/ initial particle number 

Crushing events in phase / 

phase initial particle 

number 

Dense 50 compression 1.7% 1.7% 

Dense 100 compression 2.4% 2.4% 

Dense 200 compression 3.3% 3.5% 

Dense 50 CPT 1.6% 2.2% 

Dense 100 CPT 1.4% 2.1% 

Dense 200 CPT 1.1% 1.7% 

Loose 50 compression 1.8% 2.0% 

Loose 100 compression 2.5% 3.0% 

Loose 200 compression 3.5% 4.8% 

Loose 50 CPT 1.0% 1.5% 

Loose 100 CPT 1.1% 1.7% 

Loose 200 CPT 1.4% 2.0% 

 817 

 818 

 819 
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12. List of symbols 820 

 821 

ze  is vertical deformation 822 

vole  is volumetric deformation 823 

c  is compressive strength 824 

t  is tensile strength 825 

 is compressive strength as function of particle diameter 826 

 is compressive strength for a 2mm diameter particle 827 

 is tensile strength as function of particle diameter 828 

 is tensile strength for a 2mm diameter particle 829 

  is the Poisson’s ratio  830 

ν1 and ν2 are the Poisson ratio of the contacting spheres 831 

0  is a solid angle ‘seen’ from the center of the particle 832 

ϕ is the interparticle friction angle 833 

lim  is the limit strength 834 

lim,0  is the mean limit strength 835 

σz0 is the chamber’s vertical confinement stress 836 

σh0 is the chamber’s horizontal initial confinement stress 837 

σz is the vertical stress 838 

σ is the CF standard deviation 839 

   is the CF ensemble average 840 

 is the dry unit weight 841 

 is the unit weight of water 842 

 843 

A is a fitting parameter 844 

a is a fitting parameter
 

845 

AF is the contact area 846 
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51 

B is a fitting parameter 847 

b is a fitting parameter
 

848 

CC is calibration chamber 849 

CF is contact force 850 

d is the particle diameter 851 

0d  is the reference diameter (chosen as 2 mm) 852 

dlimit  is the comminution limit 853 

d1 and d2 are the diameters of the two spheres in contact 854 

dc cone diameter 855 

Dc chamber diameter 856 

D50 is the mean particle diameter 857 

E1 and  E2 are the Young modulus of the contacting spheres 858 

f1 is the strength correction factor 1 859 

f2 is the strength correction factor 2 860 

F  is the magnitude of the normal contact force 861 

Fn is the normal and shear contact force component  862 

Ft is  the shear contact force component 863 

limF  is the magnitude of the limit normal contact force 864 

Gs0 specific gravity of quartz 865 

Gs(d) is the apparent specific gravity of a particle with diameter d 866 

 
is the constant apparent specific gravity 867 

G  is the shear modulus   868 

GSD is the grain size distribution 869 

H is the chamber height 870 

hs is the friction sleeve height 871 

hp is the penetration depth  872 

Nk  normal contact stiffness  873 

Sk  tangential contact stiffness 874 

m is a material parameter 875 

N is the scaling factor 876 

sG



52 

 

52 

n  is the total porosity 877 

nint is the internal porosity 878 

  
n

int

p
 is the internal porosity of particle p 879 

n
inter

 is the total volume fraction not occupied by particles 880 

n
intra

 is the total volume fraction occupied by internal voids 881 

 
is the constant internal porosity 882 

 is the approximate value of  n
intra

 883 

n
*
 is the apparent porosity 884 

np is the cone/mean particle diameter ratio 885 

qc is the cone tip resistance  886 

Hr  is the radius of the contact area 887 

Rd is the Chamber/cone diameter ratio 888 

r1 and r2 are the radius of the contacting spheres  889 

r is the sphere radius 890 

U  is the sphere overlap 891 

var coefficient of variation 892 

p

VV  is the volume of the voids within particle p 893 

p

TV is the total volume of particle p 894 

 
V

S

p  is the solid volume for particle p 895 

VT is the total volume 896 

Vs total solid volume for a collection of p particles  897 

 898 

 899 

intn

int ran


